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This document informs about known limitations of the two connecDIM Apps - connecDIM Architect and connecDIM Lite.

 
Devices with limited support

Valid for App

Architect     Lite   

Because the ready2mains Gateway and the basicDIM DGC are special devices they are displayed as sensors in
the apps.

x x

Because the basicDIM DGC is a special device type, the connecDIM Architect does not support the
configuration of scenes for this device.

x  

Because the DALI XC is a special device type the connecDIM Architect does not support the configuration for
this device.

x  

Scenes with colour information can not be programmed for tunable white devices. x  

If a sensor, tunable white or emergency device is selected as trigger or target for a logical area, control fields for
standard driver will be displayed.

x  

Additional information    

With the connecDIMArchitect, scenes can only be programmed for DALI circuits with <12 devices. x  

Logical areas created with the connecDIM Architect do not work if the network router is disconnected (even if a
logical area is only created for one gateway).

x  

If a logical area is created and a group is selected as target or trigger, the devices inside this group will not be
shown in the app. Still, it is possible to localize the devices assigned to this group with the control fields.

x  

The gateway may disappear sometimes. Depending on the network traffic, it may happen that the connecDIM
Gateway disappears from the apps.

x x

If you need to configure a basicDIM DGC, use the Tridonic software masterCONFIGURATOR!_

If you need to configure a  use the Tridonic software masterCONFIGURATOR!DALI XC, _

If you need to program a scene for a tunable white device with a specific colour, use the Tridonic
software masterCONFIGURATOR!

_

If you need use the Tridonic software masterCONFIGURATOR to programcircuits with >12 devices, 
scenes!

_

To avoid this behaviour, program the logical area in the connecDIM cloud or leave the connecDIM
Gateway connected with the network and router.

_

If this happens, refresh the view._

If this does not help, check the network traffic. _
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In the connecDIM Architect only GW MAC Address and DALI address information are displayed. If user given
names, via the cloud, are used, the user given names will not be displayed in the connecDIMArchitect. In
the connecDIM Lite the user given name is visible.

x  

User Management:   x

not possible to log in via connecDIM Lite app_
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